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Aneuploidy, an abnormal number of chromosomes, is a widespread
phenomenon found in unicellulars such as yeast, as well as in plants
and in mammalians, especially in cancer. Aneuploidy is a genomescale aberration that imposes a severe burden on the cell, yet under
stressful conditions speciﬁc aneuploidies confer a selective advantage. This dual nature of aneuploidy raises the question of whether
it can serve as a stable and sustainable evolutionary adaptation. To
clarify this, we conducted a set of laboratory evolution experiments
in yeast and followed the long-term dynamics of aneuploidy under
diverse conditions. Here we show that chromosomal duplications are
ﬁrst acquired as a crude solution to stress, yet only as transient solutions that are eliminated and replaced by more efﬁcient solutions
obtained at the individual gene level. These transient dynamics of
aneuploidy were repeatedly observed in our laboratory evolution
experiments; chromosomal duplications gained under stress were
eliminated not only when the stress was relieved, but even if it persisted. Furthermore, when stress was applied gradually rather than
abruptly, alternative solutions appear to have emerged, but not aneuploidy. Our ﬁndings indicate that chromosomal duplication is a ﬁrst
evolutionary line of defense, that retains survivability under strong
and abrupt selective pressures, yet it merely serves as a “quick ﬁx,”
whereas more reﬁned and sustainable solutions take over. Thus, in
the perspective of genome evolution trajectory, aneuploidy is a useful yet short-lived intermediate that facilitates further adaptation.
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daptation to stressful conditions often requires modiﬁed expression of certain genes that can generally be obtained by
genome sequence changes. In addition, structural rearrangements
of the genome, and in particular chromosomal duplications, that
lead to aneuploidy, may offer a simple means to boost expression
level (1, 2). Indeed, cancer cells often exercise massive genomic
duplications, particularly of regions that harbor growth-promoting
genes (3). Unicellular organisms, too, can duplicate chromosomes
that contain genes needed at a given condition (4–9). The high
prevalence of chromosomal duplications, especially under stress
(10), accounts for the frequent acquisition of aneuploidies on
a short evolutionary timescale (11). Chromosomal duplication may
indeed offer the advantage of simultaneous elevation of a large set
of genes, some of which may be beneﬁcial under a particular selective pressure. Whole genome duplications, too, can offer selective advantage under speciﬁc conditions (12), yet genome analysis
has suggested that they also survive only under speciﬁc conditions
(13). Indeed, whole genome and chromosomal duplication constitute crude solutions with signiﬁcant overheads on the cell that are
in part associated with increased copies of DNA, RNA, and proteins (1, 2). Duplication of particular chromosomes (i.e., aneuploidy) creates, in addition, a stoichiometric imbalance between
gene products (14, 15) and promotes further genome destabilizing
events (16, 17). Thus, it appears that aneuploidy is concurrently
advantageous and highly costly (18, 19). Therefore, it is not
clear under what conditions and to what extent organisms will
adopt this solution. Here we offer a resolution of the dual nature
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of aneuploidy, in the form of dynamic and prolonged laboratory
evolution experiments in yeast. We show that aneuploidy that is
rapidly gained under stress is a transient solution that is replaced
by focal, reﬁned, and sustainable solutions that require more time
to evolve.
Results
Acquisition and Subsequent Elimination of Chromosome III Trisomy
During Adaptation to Heat. Toward evolving stress-tolerant yeast

strains, we applied the well-established methodology of laboratory
evolution through serial dilution (20). In this procedure, populations of yeast cells are grown under a certain condition and are
diluted daily into fresh medium, still under the same condition. Our
laboratory evolution experiments all together create a highly
branched evolutionary scheme (Fig. 1). We started with diploid
Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells that were grown in four independent
repetitions in rich medium under a constant heat stress of 39 °C.
After an evolution period of 450 generations, all populations were
examined, and duplication of chromosome III (trisomy) was
detected in all four repetitions (Fig. 2). Two additional segmental
duplications occurred in two repetitions on chromosomes IV and
XII. We focused on the two populations in which only chromosome
III was duplicated (Fig. S1), as they provide a useful model for
single acquired aneuploidy, and further evolved them under the
same heat stress. Strikingly, we observed elimination of chromosome III trisomy within 2,350 generations (Fig. 2). We then turned
to carefully study the dynamics of evolutionary gain and loss of
aneuploidies under various growth conditions in which we vary
temperature, nutrient availability, and pH.
Causal Link Between Chromosome III Copy Number and Heat
Tolerance. We began by determining whether the trisomy was

selected for its direct contribution to heat tolerance or whether it
was merely hitchhiking on another beneﬁcial mutation and thus
was lost further along the evolution under heat. To that end,
strains that carry chromosome III aneuploidies (without evolution under heat) were obtained and measured for their heat
tolerance (Materials and Methods). One strain is a diploid with
a trisomy of chromosome III, termed here WTtrisomeIII and the
other is a diploid with a monosomy of chromosome III, termed
WTmonosomeIII. Interestingly, WTtrisomeIII showed elevated heat
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tolerance at a level that is similar to that of the trisomic strains that
evolved under heat. On the other hand, WTmonosomeIII exhibited
lower heat tolerance than the diploid wild type (Fig. 3A). These
ﬁndings show a clear quantitative correspondence between chromosome III copy number and heat tolerance. To conﬁrm that the
extra chromosome is the predominant genetic change underlying

Fig. 2. Aneuploidy appears and subsequently was eliminated during evolutionary adaptation to heat. Four independent repetitions (H1–4) that
evolved for 450 generations in rich medium and heat (39 °C) show chromosomal duplications (black lines). Notably, duplication of chromosome III
occurred in all four repetitions. H2 and H4, which carry no large-scale duplication other than chromosome III trisomy, were further evolved under the
same conditions and after 1,700 generations (magenta lines) and 2,350
generations (green line), the trisomy was eliminated. All lines represent log2
intensity ratios of mRNA abundance calculated by a sliding window of heatevolved strain over a diploid wild type, aligned according to chromosomal
order where blue vertical lines differentiate between chromosomes.
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the heat tolerance, tetrad analysis was performed both on a strain
that evolved at 39 °C for 450 generations and became trisomic (H2
after 450 generations, abbreviated as evo39) and on WTtrisomeIII.
These two trisomic strains were subjected to meiosis and the heat
tolerance of the haploid progeny (spores) was measured. The
results showed that all euploid spores (normal number of chromosomes) have heat tolerance similar to a haploid, whereas all
disomic spores, which carry two copies of chromosome III, have
a marked increase in heat tolerance (Fig. 3B). We further examined whether chromosome III trisomy confers advantage under
other stress conditions by measuring the tolerance of WTtrisomeIII
to a battery of other stresses. We found that duplication of chromosome III decreased the tolerance to all of the other stresses
tested (Fig. 3C). Therefore, increased heat tolerance cannot be
attributed to a general stress tolerance conferred by chromosome
III trisomy. Together, these results establish a causal link between
the relative number of chromosome III copies and heat tolerance
and may explain why this chromosomal duplication was repeatedly
ﬁxated in all laboratory evolution experimental lines under heat.
Cost Associated with Chromosome III Trisomy. An additional copy of
chromosome III thus clearly contributes to heat tolerance, yet its
elimination later on raises the hypothesis that the substantial burden associated with chromosomal duplications (1) prevents the
trisomy from serving as a sustainable solution to the stress. Therefore, a next goal was to assess the costs associated with the chromosome III trisomy and to characterize the role of these costs in the
trisomy elimination. We reasoned that such costs can be measured
when neutralizing the beneﬁt, i.e., when heat is not applied. For that
reason, the cost of chromosome III trisomy was measured in terms
of growth defect by comparing WTtrisomeIII to a diploid wild type,
at the permissive temperature (30 °C). A considerable cost of the
trisomy was detected in rich medium and a further cost increase was
detected in minimal medium (Fig. 3D and Fig. S2).
Optimized Adaptations Replace the Aneuploidy-Based Solution. Due
to the increased cost of the trisomy in minimal medium, we hypothesized that during prolonged evolution in minimal medium
and heat, the trisomy would be eliminated more rapidly compared
with rich medium and heat. Following this hypothesis, an additional
evolution experiment was carried out. We started with two ancestral
PNAS | December 18, 2012 | vol. 109 | no. 51 | 21011
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Fig. 1. Laboratory evolution (Lab-evolution) tree
describing the experimental outline. Each evolution
experiment starts with an ancestor strain (gray box)
that was subjected to certain growth conditions:
high temperature, 39 °C (red); permissive temperature, 30 °C (blue); gradually increasing temperature,
from 30 °C to 39 °C (gradient line); and high pH 8.6
(green). Parallel lines splitting from the same branch
represent independent repetitions and their length
is in scale with the number of generations under the
speciﬁed condition. Evo39 strain was taken after
450 generations on high temperature (39 °C) as an
ancestor for another two evolutionary branches
(Reﬁned 1–4 and Relaxed 1–4). Microarray icons
represent points during the evolution tree in which
such measurement was performed.
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Fig. 3. An extra copy of chromosome III is beneﬁcial under heat, yet it is maladaptive under other conditions. (A) Heat-shock tolerance rates are proportional
to the copy number of chromosome III. Heat-shock survival fold change of chromosome III aneuploidic strains compared with a diploid wild type is shown (dashed
line). (B) The extra copy of chromosome III is the predominant genetic trait responsible for the increased heat tolerance. Heat-shock survival fold change of
spores from WTtrisomeIII and evo39, compared with a haploid wild type (dashed
line), presented separately for euploid spores and for chromosome III disomic
spores (P value < 8 × 10−5; for spore karyotype, see Fig. S7). (C) The growth advantage conferred by chromosome III trisomy under heat (red line) cannot be
attributed to a general stress tolerance. Colored lines represent OD ratios of
WTtrisomeIII over a diploid wild type during continuous growth under various
stresses (Materials and Methods). (D) The cost of chromosome III trisomy at permissive temperature (30 °C) is increased on minimal medium compared with rich
medium. Growth curve measurements of WTtrisomeIII (red) and of a diploid wild
type (green) are shown in OD values over time during continuous growth at 30 °C
(Upper), in rich medium (Left) and in minimal medium (Right). (Lower) Growth
rate analyses, derived from the OD values, and the differences in minimal doubling time between WTtrisomeIII and WT. Data are presented as mean and SEM.

strains that carry chromosome III trisomy, namely evo39 and
WTtrisomeIII. Interestingly, after 1,000 generations under heat and in
minimal medium, all four repetitions (termed Reﬁned 1–4), from
both ancestral strains, eliminated the extra copy of chromosome III
(Fig. S3). These evolutionarily reﬁned strains, which eliminated the
cost associated with the trisomy, exhibit improved growth both at
the permissive and the high temperatures compared with their
trisomic ancestors (Fig. 4A). The rapid elimination in minimal
21012 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1211150109

medium compared to rich medium shows that the high cost of the
trisomy accelerates the evolutionary dynamics of its elimination.
Focusing on these reﬁned evolutionary resultants, it is expected
that the original contribution of trisomy to heat tolerance was
replaced by alternative solutions. We hypothesize that such reﬁned
solutions could take over the trisomy by conferring heat tolerance,
while avoiding much of the cost associated with aneuploidy. To
characterize the reﬁned solutions, we examined the gene expression of the newly evolved reﬁned strains from the different repetitions. A subset of 17 genes on chromosome III was found to retain
elevated expression despite the elimination of the extra chromosome copy (Fig. 4B). Next, we checked whether these genes can
contribute to heat tolerance when introduced to a wild-type strain,
one at a time. To this end, a diploid wild-type strain was transformed with centromeric plasmids (21), each containing one of
these genes. As a negative control, 22 random genes from chromosome III that did not retain elevated expression were inserted in
the same manner. Reassuringly, most of the genes that retained
high expression demonstrated an increased heat tolerance in the
transformed wild-type cells (Table S1), with the highest contribution being as high as 23.5% of the heat tolerance of WTtrisomeIII
(deﬁned here as 100% heat tolerance) (Fig. 4C; for heat tolerance
functional analysis, see SI Text). In contrast, none of the genes from
the negative control set had a considerable effect on the wild-type
heat tolerance (mean −2.4% ± 2.6%, Table S1). Note that the
contribution of the individual genes adds up to more than 100%
(deﬁned as the tolerance of the trisomic strain). This probably
reﬂects the fact that the trisomic level of heat tolerance includes the
considerable cost of aneuploidy and may also suggest a negative
epistasis between the contributions of the individual genes (22).
Overall, these results indicate that a part of the solution to the heat
challenge, obtained by duplicating chromosome III, was replaced
during the extended evolution period under heat by solutions based
on reﬁned gene expression changes on chromosome III (and on
other chromosomes, as mentioned below).
Genes on other chromosomes may have also evolved changes in
expression level after the elimination of the extra copy of chromosome III, and it is most likely that they, too, must have contributed
to the evolution of heat tolerance. A particularly interesting
example are the heat-shock proteins (23) (HSPs) that are scattered
on 11 different chromosomes. We analyzed all of the 14 annotated
veriﬁed HSPs in the yeast genome (24) for changes in expression in
the evo39 strain compared with its descendants that eliminated the
trisomy. Curiously, whereas the expression levels of these heatshock genes changed very modestly after 450 generations of evo39
strain, during which the trisomy was ﬁxated, most of these genes
showed signiﬁcant up-regulation in their reﬁned descendants, i.e.,
after another 1,000 generations under heat, when the trisomy was
eliminated (Fig. 4D). Three of the 14 HSP genes did not show this
trend, including HSP78, a gene coding for mitochondrial heatshock protein and HSP30, which resides in the eliminated chromosome III. This indicates that the trisomy-based solution to heat
does not require a concomitant up-regulation of the heat-shock
genes, whereas the replacement of the trisomy is associated with an
enhancement in the evolutionary expression of the heat-shock
genes. This scenario may thus imply that the duplication of a certain chromosome may provide the evolutionary time window
needed for the population to search for solutions not only on the
duplicated chromosome but throughout the genome.
Elimination of the Extra Copy of Chromosome III at Permissive
Temperature. Another consequence that follows the above-stated

properties of acquired aneuploidy would be that when the stress is
relieved, i.e., when the beneﬁt diminishes and the cost remains,
aneuploidy will be selected against (25). In fact, continued evolution of evo39 under permissive temperature (30 °C) eliminates the
extra copy of chromosome III after 600 generations, and with it, its
tolerance to heat (Fig. S4). Reassuringly, the trisomy elimination
Yona et al.
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Fig. 4. The aneuploidy-based adaptation was evolutionarily eliminated and replaced by more economical solutions based on reﬁned gene expression adaptations. (A) Descendants of chromosome III trisomic ancestors that were further evolved under heat and lost the trisomy (Reﬁned 1–4) show improved growth
under heat, yet with less cost compared with their trisomic ancestors. Each subgraph shows the OD ratios of a reﬁned descendant over its trisomic ancestor
measured during continuous growth at 30 °C (Upper) and at 39 °C (Lower). (B) Despite elimination of the trisomy in Reﬁned 1–4, a group of genes from
chromosome III retained high expression levels. Dots represent log2 ratios of mRNA abundance of chromosome III genes over a diploid wild type. Genes that retain
high expression (in at least three of the four reﬁned evolutions; for details see SI Text) are marked in red, and from the majority of genes that went back to wildtype–like expression (gray dots) a control group was selected and marked in black (used in C). These retained genes were also up-regulated in H2 and H4, which
also eliminated the trisomy (χ2 P values 4 × 10−5 and 3 × 10−2). (C) The group of genes that retain high expression levels, after the elimination of the trisomy,
confers increased heat tolerance when introduced into wild type. Each of the highly expressed genes (red) and the negative control genes (black) was inserted
into the diploid wild type, on a centromeric plasmid, and heat-shock tolerance was compared with the heat tolerance of WTtrisomeIII (t test P value < 5 × 10−7;
Materials and Methods). (D) The reﬁned solution replacing the trisomy is characterized by changes in expression levels of most HSP genes. Log2 expression ratios
over wild type are shown for all HSPs, for trisomic evo39 (blue) and its descendants that eliminated the trisomy (red). Data are presented as mean and SEM.

in all four repetitions attests to its superﬂuous cost at permissive
temperature, when it is no longer beneﬁcial. This experiment also
demonstrates the limited durability of aneuploidy-based solutions,
as they are quickly eliminated when organisms evolve in the absence of the original stress.
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Evolution to Gradually Applied Heat Avoids Aneuploidy-Based Solutions.

To this point, aneuploidy had been observed to evolve in response to
an abrupt evolutionary challenge. We next hypothesized that an
evolution experiment in which the stress is applied in a gradual
manner might not select for chromosomal duplication, because
under minor stress increments, the considerable cost associated with
aneuploidy might surpass the beneﬁt at each increment of the stress.
To explore this hypothesis, we evolved the same ancestral strain
toward tolerance to heat, but in increments of 1 °C every 50 generations (from 30 °C up to 39 °C). This evolutionary design resembles the “morbidostat” that was recently applied to evolution of drug
resistance in bacteria (26). Curiously, under this regime an extra
Yona et al.

copy of chromosome III was not gained after 450 generations in any
of the four repetitions (termed Gradual 1–4) of the experiment (Fig.
S5A). Nonetheless, the growth of these gradual populations was
better at 39 °C (and also at 30 °C) than that of the four populations
(H1–4) that acquired trisomy in the same evolutionary time under
constant 39 °C (Fig. S5B). This experiment indicates that gradual
application of a stress alleviates the need to adopt the rapidly
available yet highly costly solution of chromosomal duplication.
Acquisition and Subsequent Elimination of Chromosome V Aneuploidy
During Adaptation to High pH. To examine the generality of the

ﬁndings obtained from evolution experiments under heat, we also
examined evolutionary dynamics under an additional physiological
stress of high pH. For this experiment, we used an evolved strain
from a previous experiment (27) in which a haploid S. cerevisiae was
evolved under high pH (8.6), using a similar serial transfer protocol.
We examined the evolved strain, termed here evoHigh-pH, for
potential chromosomal duplications. Interestingly, in addition to
PNAS | December 18, 2012 | vol. 109 | no. 51 | 21013

seven point mutations previously detected in the genome sequence
of the strains (27) (Table S2), we revealed that evoHigh-pH gained an
extra copy of chromosome V (Fig. 5A). To show a direct contribution
of the additional copy of chromosome V to the high pH tolerance,
evoHigh-pH was crossed with its wild-type ancestor, sporulated and
the meiotic products (spores) were analyzed. Among 40 spores
scanned, we identiﬁed a pair of spores that carried the exact same
subset of mutations (Table S2) and differed only in the copy number
of chromosome V (one spore, an euploid with one copy of the
chromosome, and the other, a disome with two copies; Fig. 5A).
Reassuringly, the disomic spore showed better growth at high pH
(Fig. 5B). However, when growth was measured at normal pH (6.7),
the disomic spore exhibited a reduced growth compared with the
euploid spore (Fig. 5B). These results demonstrate a causal link
between the extra copy of chromosome V and high pH tolerance.
We have further extended the analogy to the heat tolerance
experiments to examine potential elimination of the extra copy of
chromosome V under two evolutionary tracks: one in which EvoHigh-pH continues to evolve at high pH and another in which the
stress was relieved and EvoHigh-pH was switched to evolve under
normal pH conditions (pH 6.7). In both tracks we detected gradual
elimination of the extra copy of chromosome V from the evolving
populations (Fig. 5C and Fig. S6). The fact that here too, aneuploidy
is reversed even if the stress persists indicates that such large duplications do not typically serve as sustainable evolutionary solutions.
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Discussion
Aneuploidy is a readily available, yet costly, evolutionary solution.
Such solutions are thus expected to be followed by reﬁnement steps
that would alleviate part of the costs associated with the original
solution. We predict that such reﬁned solutions will prove to be
more durable than aneuploidy-based solutions due to low reversion
rate even after prolonged periods in which the stress is not applied.

On the other hand, chromosomal duplications may be quickly reversed, leaving minimal imprint on the genome, a potentially desired characteristic for a genomic solution to short-term stresses.
Aneuploidy, among other genomic aberrations, is common in
cancer too. An interesting possibility is that during the progression
of cancer, aneuploidy-based malignancies might be reﬁned and
replaced by modifying expression of speciﬁc genes. Such dynamics
would be consistent with the observation that cancer driver genes
are more often characterized by high mRNA levels than by high
gene copy numbers (28, 29).
This study emphasizes the importance of long-term laboratory
evolution experiments (30). Limiting the experiments to only a few
hundred generations would have shown the chromosomal duplication but would have not revealed the massive subsequent aneuploidy elimination toward reﬁnements. On the other hand, in
order not to miss fast transient solutions, such as the current
aneuploidies, one must follow long evolutionary dynamics at relatively high temporal resolution. Future full genome sequencing of
the strains in this highly branched laboratory evolution tree will
further sharpen our understanding of the evolutionary dynamics
examined here.
Materials and Methods
Strains. All evolved strains in this work were based on BY4741 (MATa; his3Δ1;
leu2Δ0; met15Δ0; ura3Δ0) or BY4743 (MATa/MATα; his3Δ1/his3Δ1; leu2Δ/
leu2Δ0; met15Δ0/MET15; LYS2/lys2Δ0; ura3Δ0/ura3Δ0). WTtrisomeIII and
WTmonosomeIII were obtained from the Saccharomyces Genome Deletion
Consortium (31) and found to have aneuploidies of chromosome III (5) (for
our veriﬁcation of aneuploidy of these strains, see Figs. S8 and S9). For each
of these strains, the original gene deletion was reversed by adding the deleted ORF on a centromeric plasmid (21). H1–4 are evolution strains evolved
at 39 °C and in rich medium. Evo39 is an abbreviation for one of the two H1–
4 strains that gained only the trisomy of chromosome III after 450 generations (H2 in Fig. 1) and was veriﬁed by comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) microarrays to carry an extra copy of chromosome III (Fig. S1).

Fig. 5. Evolution on high pH selects for transient
duplication of chromosome V, which is later eliminated. (A) Haploid wild type that evolved under
high pH (27) acquired chromosome V disomy (Top
subgraph). We identiﬁed two spores obtained from
crossing the disomic evolved strain with a haploid
wild type. These spores carry the same mutation
subset (Table S2) but differ in the copy number of
chromosome V (Middle and Bottom subgraphs).
Black lines represent log2 intensity ratios of mRNA
abundance calculated by a sliding window over
a haploid wild type, aligned according to chromosomal order where blue vertical lines differentiate
between chromosomes. (B) An extra copy of chromosome V confers high-pH (8.6) tolerance but causes impaired growth on normal pH (6.7). Growth
curves of disomic spore (red) and euploid spore
(green) under high pH (Upper) and normal pH
(Lower). (C ) Chromosome V disomy, gained by
EvoHigh-pH after 150 generations at high pH (black
lines), is eliminated during further evolution under
the same high pH in which it was originally gained.
Four independent descendants of EvoHigh-pH (pH
Reﬁned 1–4) continued to evolve for 600 generations
at high pH (8.6). All evolved populations show elimination of the disomy (magenta lines) with two populations showing complete elimination (Left two) and
the other two populations showing the majority of the
population’s cells eliminate the disomy (Right two). All
lines represent log2 intensity ratios of mRNA abundance calculated by a sliding window of the high pH
evolved strain over a haploid wild type, aligned according to chromosomal order where blue vertical
lines differentiate between chromosomes.
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Evolution Experiments. All laboratory evolution experiments were carried out
by serial dilution. Cells were grown until reaching stationary phase under the
relevant condition and then diluted by a factor of 1:120 into fresh media (6.9
generations per dilution). This procedure was repeated daily until signiﬁcant
phenotype change was detected in population growth under the applied
condition. In all measurements of evolved populations, we used a population
sample and not selected clones (SI Text).
Media. YPD (Yeast Extract Peptone Dextrose) [(1 L) 10 g yeast extract, 20 g
peptone, 20 g dextrose, and DDW (Double distilled water)] was used as rich
medium and SD (Synthetic Deﬁned) [(1 L) 6.7 g yeast nitrogen base, 20 g dextrose, 1.5 g amino acids mixed powder, and DDW] was used as minimal medium.
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Liquid Growth Measurements. Cultures were grown at the relevant condition
and OD600 measurements were taken during growth at 30-min intervals
until reaching early stationary phase. Qualitative growth comparisons were
performed using 96-well plates in which two strains were divided on the
plate in a checkerboard manner to cancel out positional effects. For each
strain, a growth curve was obtained by averaging over 48 wells.

Heat Tolerance of Selected Genes from Chromosome III. To measure the heat
tolerance contribution of selected genes from chromosome III when inserted
as extra copies into a diploid wild type, we used centromeric plasmids (21).
Heat-shock tolerance was measured for each of these strains compared with
a diploid wild type with an empty plasmid. We deﬁned 100% heat tolerance
as the tolerance of WTtrisomeIII and 0% tolerance as the tolerance of diploid wild type with an empty plasmid. For each of the transformed strains,
heat tolerance was calculated by dividing over the WTtrisomeIII tolerance,
after subtracting the tolerance of wild type with an empty plasmid.
General Stress Tolerance. Cultures of diploid WT and WTtrisomeIII were
grown in rich medium until midlog phase and then transferred to one of the
following conditions: YPD + KCl 1 M, YPD at pH = 4, YPD + ethanol 8% (vol/
vol), YP + glycerol 3% (vol/vol), YPD + NaCl 0.5 M, or YPD + copper sulfate
(CuSO4) 6.25 mM. OD600 measurements were taken at constant intervals.
Microarrays. Affymetrix Yeast Genome 2.0 arrays were used to measure gene
expression and to detect aneuploidies. The ability to detect large-scale genomic duplications by expression microarrays was based on previous studies
that demonstrate the correspondence between chromosomal duplication
and increased expression (1, 5). Agilent CGH microarrays were used to verify
karyotype for selected strains (we report aneuploidy of evolved populations
only when the aneuploidic part in population is >95%; see SI Text). Taking
into consideration that adaptation could also be carried out at the physiological level, rather than encoded at a genetic/epigenetic level, all expression
microarrays were preformed following 16 generations of growth at the
normal temperature of 30 °C. This setup allows us to focus on the nonphysiological component of adaptation. Genomic DNA and RNA extractions
were performed using Epicenter Yeast kits. The microarray data for detection of chromosomal duplications are shown after performing sliding
window averaging with a window size of 10 genes from each side. At each
point the value represents the average of the values of the current window.
All Affymetrix microarray data have been deposited in the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)’s Gene Expression Omnibus and are
accessible through GEO accession no. GSE40817 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE40817).

Heat-Shock Tolerance Measurements. To eliminate physiological adaptations
(due to prior exposure to heat before the measurements) all cultures were
grown for 16 generations on 30 °C. Then, cultures in midlog phase were
transferred to 45 °C (t0) for 90 min (t1). At each time point, samples were taken
and plated on YPD plates and incubated at 30 °C. The survival ratio was calculated by dividing the number of colonies obtained in t1 by the number of
colonies obtained in t0.
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GENETICS

Evo30 is an evolution strain evolved in parallel to evo39 for 450 generations,
but at the permissive temperature of 30 °C. Reﬁned 1–4 are evolution
descendants of chromosome III trisomic strains (1 and 2 of evo39 and 3 and 4
of WTtrisomeIII) that have been further evolved at 39 °C and in minimal medium for another 1,000 generations, with the extra copy of chromosome III
eliminated, yet retaining high heat tolerance. Relaxed 1–4 are evolution
descendants of the chromosome III trisomic evo39 that have been further
evolved at 30 °C and in rich medium for another 600 generations, with the
extra copy of chromosome III eliminated, and heat tolerance returned back,
similar to a diploid wild type. Gradual 1–4 are evolution strains evolved under
gradually applied heat for 450 generations and without gaining chromosome III
trisomy. EvoHigh-pH is a strain obtained from the study of Romano et al. (27)
that has evolved under high pH (8.6). pH Relaxed 1–4 are evolution descendants
of EvoHigh-pH that have been further evolved at normal pH (6.7) for 280
generations. pH Reﬁned 1–4 are evolution descendants of EvoHigh-pH that
have been further evolved at high pH (8.6) for 600 generations.

